FY22 FUNDING CYCLE RETURNING APPLICATION FORM
PROJECT NAME: Wallace Memorial Park Wall Restoration
PROJECT LOCATION/ADDRESS: Highland Avenue/Pleasant Street, Malden (City Parcel ID 030 127 701)
APPLICANT(S) NAME & TITLE/ORGANIZATION: City of Malden Department of Public Facilities
CO-APPLICANT (IF APPLICABLE) Malden Historical Commission
CONTACT PERSON: Michelle Romero, City Planner, Liaison to the Commission
MAILING ADDRESS: 215 Pleasant Street, Malden, MA
PHONE: (781) 397-7000 ext. 2044
EMAIL: mromero@cityofmalden.org
DATE: March 30, 2021

Total Project Cost
$

150,000.00

CPA Funds Requested
$

150,000.00

Cost Share Amount
$

None

Cost Share Percent
%

N/A

Signatures Required for projects entailing City-owned property:
For purposes of coordination; does not
indicate approval or endorsement of project.

Assigned to staff liaison
Signature of staff liaison

Gary Christenson (Please see attached)
Mayor
Eric Rubin

(Please see attached)

PROPERTY OWNERSHIP
Legal Property Owner of Record: City of Malden
No
Is the owner the Applicant?
X Yes
For all projects on City property, The City Department with Care, Custody and Control must be the Applicant
or project will be deemed ineligible for this Applicant.
If applicable, City Department with Care, Custody and Control: Department of Public Facilities
If the Applicant is not the owner, does the Applicant have site control or written consent of the property
owner to submit an application?
Yes
No N/A
If Yes, please attach written documentation. If No, project will be deemed ineligible for this Applicant.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: (Please describe the community needs this project is addressing and how this project
aligns with CPC goals) The Wall at Wallace Memorial Park project will renovate and preserve a recognized and documented

historic resource in our community. The wall, a highly visible artifact, forms part of a site of historical and architectural significance:
the landmark Beebe Estate, a cultural resource inventoried in accordance with the standards and methodology of the
Massachusetts Historical Commission (See MHC Form MAL. 84). The project site is prominently located at the intersection of
Highland Avenue and Pleasant Street, a major entryway to the historic West End and Edgeworth neighborhoods, and has longstanding significance to Malden's Veterans, as the Park is dedicated to a Civil War Commander, and the site of a Spanish-American
War memorial monument. The project addresses the community needs for historic preservation and protection of open space and
recreational land. The project involves the replacement of missing capstones and redress of prior repairs of the wall.
The project qualifies for two focus areas and Allowable Uses for Community Preservation Act Funding: the Preservation,
Rehabilitation and Restoration of a Historic Resource and Open Space and Recreational Land; and fulfills a Priority of the Malden
Plan: 1.The preservation, rehabilitation, and repair of historical buildings,parks, cemeteries, and monuments; and more specifically, a
historic resource that is in critical condition or in danger of being lost or destroyed due to a lack of resources or maintenance.

PROJECT STATUS: (Please describe what level of planning, research and discussions have already been undertaken to inform this proposal) In 2017, the Malden Historical Commission identified the need to develop a plan
to replace the missing capstones from the Wall. The Commission began to seek funding for this project in
2018 with the filing of an preapplication and application for CPA funding for FY2019. To provide the
Community Preservation Committee with more information and details about the scope of the project, the
Commission has been working with its consultant, local architect and historic preservation expert David
Hancock, who prepared the attached scope of project, will manage the project implementation and ensure
adherence to the United States Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties.
The project is supported by the Mayor, all three City Councilors-at-Large, Ward 2 and 3 City Councilors, both
State Representatives, Veterans Services Department, Malden Historical Society and Malden Public Library.

PROJECT SCOPE Provide a detailed description of the steps or tasks that the project entails. Note: CPA
funds may only be used for eligible tasks. Please indicate if another funding source is anticipated to pay
for ineligible portions of the project.
Please see the following attached documentation:
1. Scope of work, dated January 15, 2021, prepared by David Hancock, Architect, Malden,
MA.
2. Memorandum, dated February 3, 2021, prepared by David Hancock, Architect, Malden,
MA, re: compliance with Secretary of the Interior's Standards and Guidelines.
3. Letter of review of scope of work, dated March 11, 2021 from Josh Craine, Principal,
Daedalus, Inc., Watertown, MA.
4. Elemental Cost Estimate, dated March 22, 2021, prepared by David Hancock, Architect,
Malden, MA.

SECTION 7: PROJECT APPLICATION FEASIBILITY CHECKLIST

Instructions: Please consult with the City Engineering Department or other applicable departments to identify any
environmental or regulatory conditions that may apply to this project.
POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL SITE CONSTRAINTS THAT MAY IMPACT PROJECT
Presence of Hazardous Materials

Known to be present
Possible/Unknown
X

Not present/Not applicable
X

Topography, soils, or other physical challenges

Known to be present
Possible/Unknown
Not present/Not applicable

Wetlands or Floodplain

Known to be present
Possible/Unknown
X

Not present/Not applicable

PERMITS THAT WILL LIKELY BE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE PROPOSED PROJECT
X
This project does not entail property alterations that would require permitting.
Building Department
Building permits
Zoning relief: variances, special permits
Ledge removal by any means-requires a special permit
Development in Flood plain-requires special permit
Demolition of any structure/building or portion of any age - requires review by Historical Commission
(Demolition & Alteration Delay Ordinance)
Alterations of historically significant buildings - require review by Historical Commission (Demolition &
Alteration Delay Ordinance)
Sign Design Review
Engineering

Connection to City systems
Land Disturbance Permit (more than 2 acres)

Fire Department
Open air parking (part of license by City Council)
Garage permit for storage of gasoline (parked vehicles)
Fire suppression system
Board of Health
Dumpsters
Trash storage and disposal
Extermination
DPW
X

Street openings
Curb-cuts
Sidewalks
Connection to infrastructure

FOR CPC USE:

COMMENTS:

Date Received
Date Reviewed
Date Applicant Notified

_________
_________
_________

Eligible
Potentially Eligible
Not Eligible
More Information Needed
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Wallace Park Wall Renovation Project
Prepared by David Hancock, Architect
5 Ridgewood Road
Malden, MA
(617) 319-9532
15 January 2021
Scope of work includes all wall along Pleasant Street and along Highland Avenue including end post and two
pair of gate posts. Work does not include low wall along Elm Street. The intent of this project is to replace
missing stone, clean existing stone, realign all elements straight and plumb, and generally return the wall to
approximately “as originally built” condition (accepting the repair of various cracks, patches, and broken stones,
along with the effects of weathering, and the inherent mismatch of replacement stone).
Wall consists of three parts: (a) dressed and tooled, “salt-and-pepper” granite capstones with tops sloped to a
central ridge line, approx. 12” wide by 7” high, in apparently random lengths from about six feet to as long as
fourteen feet; these capstones are set in mortar on (b) roughhewn granite wall stones, apparently of the same
granite as the caps, approx. 9 to 12” thick and about 18” high; squared top, bottom, and ends with rough faces
front and back in random lengths from six to twelve feet. These have mortared vertical joints apparently held in
line at top with iron bars at each vertical joint; wall stones are set in mortar on (c) base stones projecting about
3” on street face, sometimes buried on back side, and assumed to be 16 to 20” deep, base stones are assumed
to be set in turn on (d) rough stone foundations to below frost line, probably dry-laid. End post and Gate posts
are assumed to be monolithic extending below grade to foundations below the frost line.
Elements of the Work are described in general below, more specifically with reference to centerline distance
from Beebe School end post. Major work scope is also indicated on a map of the park following which also
shows the approximate location of 100 ft distances along the wall.
These descriptions are based on a visual review of the wall in fall of 2020. It is, however, understood that
unforeseen conditions may arise; by proposing a lump sum for this project, the Proposer assures that it is
adequate to undertake all the work described here to the satisfaction of the Awarding Authority. The Authority
has reserved a contingent sum for additional work that may become necessary, expenditure of which monies is
at the sole discretion of the Authority.

In general, the Work consists of:
1. Power Wash Entire Wall
a. Street face of wall stones and both sides and top of capstones;
b. All sides and top of end post and gate posts;
c. remove surface soiling and loose mortar
d. Use detergent product intended for masonry cleaning -- intent is to remove dirt/grime,
algae/lichen, and water stain to extent practical
e. Test materials, dilution, dwell time, rinse pressure and spray head on small areas to ascertain
best practice
f. Work with City of Malden Water and Fire departments to install a temporary meter on the
hydrant at east end of site near Beebe School. (There is another hydrant on the north side of
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Elm St near the corner of Alpine St – this is probably no closer to the work than the Pleasant St
hydrant)
2. Align Base Stones
a. At locations indicated the base stones have lifted and/or been displaced outward toward the
street or inward toward park
b. Excavate to foundation, reset base stones
c. Replace concrete sidewalk in full “panels” between score lines where removal is necessary for
excavation to adjust level of base;
d. Where base is displaced toward street and may be moved with excavation on park side only, it is
acceptable to fill gap on street side with compacted subsoil and 5-inch-deep cement mortar
between base stone and sidewalk
e. Clean old mortar off top of base before re-setting wall stones
3. Align Wall Stones
a. Excavate behind and realign stones where out of line
b. Where hillside at east end of Pleasant St wall comes down to top of wall (approx. 80 ft lin),
excavate 16” wide behind wall down to sidewalk level, backfill with 3/8 inch crushed stone
surrounded by geotextile filter fabric to within 8” of finished grade, cover with 8” topsoil loam
and sod; water to establish grass.
c. At west gatepost along Pleasant Street, wall stone and base appear to have settled; it is
acceptable to lift the wall stone leaving base stone as is and providing larger base and capstone
joints
d. If possible, where indicated, remove damaged wall stone, and reverse it so that undamaged
back side faces street; power wash side facing street after setting
e. There is evidence of patches apparently using Portland cement mortar; it is not intended either
to make similar new patches, or to repair or replace the existing patches
f. Clean old mortar off top of wall stones before setting or re-setting capstones
4. Fabricate New Capstones
a. Existing capstones appear to be of three vintages: those dirty and weathered, apparently of
original construction; others clean and sharply tooled apparently of very recent vintage; others
apparently not original but of older replacement
b. Intent is to replicate height, width, slope of ridged top, tooling of edges and finish of faces using
granite that reasonably matches the existing, in lengths from six to twelve feet.
c. At righthand gatepost on Pleasant St where a part of the S-curved capstone is missing, it is
acceptable to cut the existing stone cleanly on radius of curve and fabricate a new piece to
complete the curve
d. At the curve from Pleasant St to Highland Ave, where a capstone with angled end is damaged
and the adjacent capstone is broken, remove and cut the damaged capstone, and replace the
adjacent broken capstone with new stone fabrication made longer to make up difference from
cut back damage;
e. It is acceptable to recut the broken capstone clean and square, tool the edges to match existing,
and reuse any piece longer than 3’-6” to fill the gap on Pleasant Street
5. Set New and Reset Existing Capstones
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Clean old mortar off underside of capstones before re-setting
Use latex modified Portland cement mortar
Level, align and shim until mortar has set
Point as necessary and tool joints to match best of presumed original joints; clean all excess
mortar from faces of stone

6. Cut Out Joints and Repoint
a. Provide through-wall weep tube at each bottom of each vertical joint of wall stones
7. Repair Cracked Stones
a. At places indicated, inject urethane adhesive/sealant into tight cracks and clean surface of all
excess adhesive material
8. Plumb End Post and Gateposts
a. Remove paving, excavate (assume four feet depth)
b. Plumb and brace post; shim, and tuck-point at foundation; backfill and compact thoroughly
c. Replace paving in kind
d. Straightening/realignment/plumbing of the Pleasant St gate posts is part of base scope of work;
e. Provide add-alternate price to plumb and align the Elm St gate posts;
f. Reserve right to modify the cost of work of work at gate posts based on subsurface conditions
differing from assumptions above (state the number of man- and machine-hours assumed for
re-alignment of each post in the Proposal, and the value of a man-hour and a machine-hour as
basis for any adjustment of cost due to unknown conditions)
9. Materials for Use in the Project
a. Detergent for Power Washing: Klean ‘N Release available from Prosoco is recommended;
alternate products subject to review and approval by the Authority; dilute and apply with low
pressure sprayer, working from bottom upward; allow to dwell for 10 minutes, rinse with fresh
water power wash at 500 -1000 psi delivering 6-8 gpm through a 15 to 45 degree fan spray
head.
b. Granite for New Fabrication: It has been indicated that acceptably similar salvaged granite may
be available at Olde New England Granite in Wakefield for fabrication of required new elements;
sample from Washington St Bridge appears to be a reasonable match. Before fabrication,
provide a minimum 8” x 8” sample for approval made of the proposed stone, the proposed face
finish, and the proposed edge tooling for comparison with existing capstones.
c. Latex Additive to mortar for setting and tuck-pointing stone: use a liquid latex mortar admix
intended to fortify and improve bond strength of thick setting beds – use as directed by
manufacturer for thick-set mortar to replace all or a part water of water in standard Portland
cement/sand mortar mix
d. Injectable Stone Adhesive Sealant for use in cracks: gun grade urethane caulk in a color to
match or be slightly darker than clean stone – provide a color and workmanship sample on the
park face of a capstone for approval by Authority.
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More specifically work includes:
00+00 End post leans about 2” to east; accept condition as is
00+09 to 00+23 Base stone has raised and displaced – excavate; re-set base, rebuild wall and cap; backfill loam
and sod; replace sidewalk

View of wall at 00+09 looking west
00+12

Vertical joint in cap stone is out of line – realign while rebuilding wall

00+28 to 00+50 Base stone is bowed to street – excavate; re-align and reset
00+29 to 01+05 About seventy-six feet of capstone is missing; two pieces (12 and 8 ft long) on ground behind
wall -- reset existing, fabricate, and install new stone
00+32, 00+43

re-bar tie at top is missing – install new epoxy coated ¾ inch re-bar

View of typical wall stone top joint
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00+60

Wall stone is cracked and patched – accept as is; inject adhesive sealant

00+70

Vertical joint of wall stone is slightly out of line – accept as is and re-point

01+13

Repaired crack in wall stone – accept crack as is and inject adhesive sealant

01+16 to 01+21 Replace broken capstone with new fabrication; allowed to cut broken end square and re-use
approx. four ft piece as part of replacement to east

Wall at 01+16 looking west
01+05 to 01+34 Remove and replace broken capstones; wall stones displaced/bowed toward street – realign;
base is slightly displaced toward street – accept base stones as existing

Wall at 01+34 looking east
01+25

Base stone is cracked – accept as is but seal crack with urethane sealant

01+46 to 01+81 Pleasant Street Gate:
A. Excavate at each gatepost; plumb and align posts; backfill; repair adjacent disturbed paving
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B. At S-curve on east side, capstone has been broken, is misaligned at gatepost, and a piece is
missing -- cut existing broken end cleanly to radius of curve, fabricate new piece to replace
missing arc; align and reset existing and new stone
C. At S-curve on west side, base appears to have settled – accept base as existing; remove and
reset wall stone and capstone; note that wall stone is cracked – exercise care to see that
crack remains tight; seal crack with urethane sealant

West Gatepost at Pleasant Street

S-curve Wall at Pleasant St Gate East Side

01+89

Base stone is cracked at joint – accept as is; seal crack with urethane sealant

02+19

Base stone is cracked at joint – accept as is; seal crack with urethane sealant

02+49 to 02+64 Capstones displaced toward park – remove, realign, reset
02+64 to 02+82 Capstone displaced toward street – remove. realign, reset
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View looking east on Pleasant St at 02+49 to 02+82
02+82 to 02+94 First “curve” segment – OK
02+94 to 03+06 Second “curve” segment:
A. Wall stones have been pushed in towards park – lift, realign, reset
B. Accept damage to wall and base stones as existing
C. Remove and reset capstones

view at second “curve” segment looking
south
03+06 to 03+18 Third “curve” segment:
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A. Remove and recut north end of northern capstone
B. Replace broken southern capstone with new fabrication (longer than original to make up for
cut off of northern capstone); acceptable to reuse the squared and re-dressed longer
portion of this capstone as part of infill along Pleasant St
C. Accept cracked wall stone as existing – clean out mortar and use adhesive sealant to fill

Broken capstone at north end of third “curve”
segment
03+17 to 03+29 Fourth “curve” segment: southern capstone is broken in three pieces – replace with new
fabrication; acceptable to cut/redress longest piece as part of Pleasant St infill
03+40 to 03+55 Wall stones are displaced inward toward park – remove and reset wall stones and capstone
03+77 to 04+02 Lift, realign and reset capstones
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H
Wall along Highland Ave

Wall stone tipped outward

03+92

Wall stone is tipped toward street; accept base as existing; realign wall stone vertical and
repoint

03+81

Capstone is cracked – accept as is and seal crack with adhesive sealant

Capstone crack at 03+81
04+08

End of Highland Ave straight wall

04+08 to 04+12 Curved wall to Elm St gatepost – accept as existing
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04+12 to 04+28 Elm St Gate: accept west gatepost as existing

Elm St East Gatepost: Add Alternate # 1
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

excavate around gatepost;
assure sound foundation;
plumb and align post; pack around base with concrete haunching
backfill;
repair and/or replace adjacent disturbed paving

Submittals
A. Provide technical information on cleaning product to be used
B. Provide sample approx. one foot square to show proposed granite replacement material with proposed
surface tooling and finishes; intent is to replicate existing
C. Provide concrete mix formulation for sidewalk replacement; 4000 # mix required
D. Provide technical literature for proposed adhesive sealant
E. Provide technical literature / mix formulation for Portland cement pointing material

Attachment 2
To:

Malden Historic Commission
Malden Community Preservation Commission

From: David Hancock, Architect
Date:

3 February 2021

Re:

Wall Rehabilitation at Wallace Park

The existing wall is historic in nature, although not part of an historic district or neighborhood. It suffers
from environmental issues (some stone out of alignment due to earth pressure; original stone surfaces
are weathered; accumulation of environmental dirt), damage (impact of auto accident has damaged and
displaced some stone), and vandalism (some capstones have been displaced and some are simply
missing, there is no graffiti). There is evidence of recent (10 – 15 years ago?) replacement of some stone
in kind.
The proposed work is to repair and rehabilitate the wall by cleaning, re-aligning, repairing, replacing,
and repointing the wall. The work also includes drainage improvements to relieve groundwater
pressure, and replacement of a small portion of adjacent (modern) concrete sidewalk.
It is my opinion that this work complies with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards 6. And 7. In that
repairs will be made where feasible, and replacement material will be stone (granite) matching as nearly
as possible to the existing material (note that the replacements done recently are a good match to the
existing historic stone); and cleaning will not employ abrasives (sandblasting) but rather will employ
detergent, scrub brushes and power washing with clean water. Trial cleaning will be undertaken to
assure the gentlest practical methods are employed.
We have followed the Secretary’s Guidelines for repair of site features in that we have reviewed the
condition of the wall in detail and formed contract requirements in line with its recommendations and in
compliance with the Secretary’s Standards as noted above.
For your reference we have attached relevant portions of the Standards and Guidelines.

Secretary of the Interior’s Standards:
6. Deteriorated [including damaged] historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced.
Where the severity of deterioration [or damage] requires replacement of a distinctive
feature, the new feature shall match the old in design, color, texture, and other visual
qualities and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features shall be
substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic
materials shall not be used. The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be
undertaken using the gentlest means possible.

Secretary of the Interior’s Guidelines:
Site Recommendations
Protect and Maintain
Evaluating the overall condition of materials and features to determine whether more than protection
and maintenance are required, that is, if repairs to … site features will be necessary.

Repair
Repairing features of the building and site by reinforcing historic materials.

Replace
Replacing in kind a … feature [or part of a feature] of the … site that is too deteriorated to repair if the
overall form and detailing are still evident. Physical evidence from the deteriorated feature should be
used as a model to guide the new work. …

Attachment 3

Daedalus
205-3 ARLINGTON STREET
WATERTOWN, MA 02472
617.926.7590 ◊ DAEDALUSART.COM

Re: Wall at Wallace Park, Malden Ma.
Barbara Tolstrup
Chair, Malden Historic Commission
Ms. Tolstrup,
I have reviewed the scope of work written by David Hancock (provided to me on
2/26/202). This scope defines the current conditions and parameters of proposed
treatment in thoughtful and clear manner.
I would expect the costs for treatment would be in the neighborhood of $150,000.
It has been my experience working in the field of historic preservation of public objects,
that hiring a contractor who has proven experience performing similar treatments is vital
to a successful project. I would hope that a qualifications requirement/review will be
included as part of the specifications.

With Regards,
Josh Craine, Principal
Daedalus, Inc.
3.11.2021

CONSERVATORS OF SCULPTURE ◊ MONUMENTS ◊ ARCHITECTURAL ORNAMENT ◊ DECORATIVE ARTS ◊ ANTIQUITIES

Attachment 4
Wallace Park Wall Renovation Project
Elemental Cost Estimate
Malden, MA, 22 March 2021, David Hancock, Architect
00+00 -04+30 Power wash wall
00+00 End post leans about 2” to east; accept condition as is
00+09 to 00+23 Base stone has raised and displaced – excavate; re-set base, rebuild wall
and cap; backfill loam and sod; replace sidewalk
00+12 Vertical joint in cap stone is out of line – realign while rebuilding wall
00+28 to 00+50 Base stone is bowed to street – excavate; re-align and reset
00+29 to 01+05
About seventy-six feet of capstone is missing; two pieces (12 and 8 ft long)
on ground behind wall -- reset existing, fabricate, and install new stone
00+32, 00+43 re-bar tie at top is missing – install new epoxy coated ¾ inch re-bar
00+60 Wall stone is cracked and patched – accept as is; inject adhesive sealant
00+70 Vertical joint of wall stone is slightly out of line – accept as is and re-point
01+13
Repaired crack in wall stone – accept crack as is and inject adhesive sealant
01+16 to 01+21
Replace broken capstone with new fabrication; allowed to cut broken end
square and re-use approx. four ft piece as part of replacement to east
01+05 to 01+34 Remove and replace misaligned capstones; wall stones displaced/bowed
toward street – excavate, realign, and backfill; base is slightly displaced
toward street – accept base stones as existing
01+25 Base stone is cracked – accept as is but seal crack with urethane sealant
Pleasant Street Gate:
A. Excavate at each gatepost; plumb and align posts; backfill; repair
adjacent disturbed paving
B. At S-curve on east side, capstone has been broken, is misaligned at
gatepost, and a piece is missing -- cut existing broken end cleanly to radius
of curve, fabricate new piece to replace missing arc; align and reset existing
and new stone

$0
$3,630 B.

$5,280 E.
$11,200 F.

$0
$0
$0
$750 J.

$8,000 A.
$0
$4,000 G.

$0
$700 2H.

included with above
$2,000 C.
$350 H.
$4,000 G.
$700 2H.

included with above
$100 I.
$0
$100 I.
$0
$100 I.
$0
$200 K.

$44 L.

$6,960 M.

$4,000 G.

$0

$0

$0

$0

$4,000 G.

$175 D.

$200 K.

$88 O.

$2,000 N.

$700 2H.

01+89
02+19
02+49 to 02+64
02+64 to 02+82
02+82 to 02+94
02+94 to 03+06

03+06 to 03+18

03+17 to 03+29

03+40 to 03+55
03+77 to 04+02
03+92
03+81
04+08
04+08 to 04+12

C. At S-curve on west side, base appears to have settled – accept base as
existing; remove and reset wall stone and capstone; note that wall stone is
cracked – exercise care to see that crack remains tight; seal crack with
urethane sealant
Base stone is cracked at joint – accept as is; seal crack with urethane
sealant
Base stone is cracked at joint – accept as is; seal crack with urethane
sealant
Capstones displaced toward park – remove, realign, reset
Capstones displaced toward park – remove, realign, reset
First “curve” segment – OK
Second “curve” segment:
A. Wall stones have been pushed in towards park – lift, realign, reset
B. Accept damage to wall and base stones as existing
C. Remove and reset capstones
Third “curve” segment:
A. Remove and recut north end of northern capstone
B. Replace broken southern capstone with new fabrication (longer than
original to make up for cut off of northern capstone); acceptable to reuse
the squared and re-dressed longer portion of this capstone as part of infill
along Pleasant St
C. Accept cracked wall stone as existing – clean out mortar and use
adhesive sealant to fill
Fourth “curve” segment: southern capstone is broken in three pieces –
replace with new fabrication; acceptable to cut/redress longest piece as
part of Pleasant St infill
Wall stones are displaced inward toward park – remove and reset wall
stones and capstone
Lift, realign and reset capstones
Wall stone is tipped toward street; accept base as existing; realign wall
stone vertical and repoint
Capstone is cracked – accept as is and seal crack with adhesive sealant
End of Highland Ave straight wall
Curved wall to Elm St gatepost – accept as existing

$0

$2,000 C.

$175 D.

$0

$100 I.

$0

$0

$100 I.

$0

$0
$0
$0

$2,000 C.
$2,000 C.
$0

$0

$2,880 P.
$0

$4,000 G.
$350 H.
$0
$0
included with above

$750 Q.
$1,400 Q.

$2,000 C.
$175 D.
labor & machine included with
above

$0

$200 K.

$0

$1,200 R.

$500 S.

$88 O.

$1,800 T.

$4,000 G.

$350 H.

$0
$1,800 T.
$0
$0
$0

$2,000 C.
$175 D.
labor & machine included with
above
$100 I.
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

04+12 to 04+28 Elm St Gate: accept west gatepost as existing
Subtotal:
Contractor's incidental materials and small tools (10%):
Column Subtotals:
Subtotal Contractor costs:
Contractor's overhead and profit (20%):
Estimated Base Contract Cost:
Elm St East Gatepost: Add Alternate # 1
A. excavate around gatepost;
B. assure sound foundation;
C. plumb and align post; pack around base with concrete haunching
D. backfill;
E. repair and/or replace adjacent disturbed paving
Subtotal:
Contractor's incidental materials and small tools (10%):
Add Alternate Subtotal:
Subtotal Contractor costs:
Contractor's overhead and profit (20%):
Estimated Alternate Contract Cost:

$0
$39,650
$3,965
$43,615

$0
$37,700
$3,770
$41,470

$0
$4,069
$407
$4,476
$89,561
$17,912
$107,473

$2,400
$0
$500
$500
$3,400
$340
$3,740

$2,000 C.
$350 H.
$0
$0
$2,000 C.
$0
included with above
$4,000
$400
$4,400

$350
$35
$385
$8,525
$1,705
$10,230

TOTAL ESTIMATED CONTRACT COST WITH ALTERNATE:
Proposed Owner's Contingency for Unknown Conditions (15%):
PROPOSED FUNDING ALLOCATION:

$117,703
$23,541
$141,243

Notes:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

Material Cost Factors used in estimating above:
New Granite Supply and Fabrication: capstones (includes delivery)
Existing Granite Capstone Re-fabrication (includes pick-up and delivery)
Ready-mix Concrete, less than full 5-yd load
28" gravel backfill, 8" loam and sod, delivered
Power-wash detergent and water
Mortar materials (sand, cement, lime, water, latex admixture)

$200
$150
$500
$80

per linear foot
per linear foot
per cubic yard
per square ft, finished surface area
included in contractor's incidental materials
ditto

VI. Masonry Sealant
Mason Crew Cost factors (includes usual benefits and overhead):
VII. Supervising/Lead Mason at $120 per hour
VIII. Two Masons at $85 per hour
IX. Three Laborers at $70 per hour
Machinery Costs:
X. Tracked Mini-excavator (backhoe/plow); at weekly rental rate, all in
XI. Power washer, generator, mortar mixer, as needed
A. 2 days mason crew, 8 hrs per day
B. 36 sq ft excavation, backfill, loam, and sod; and 5x15x1/2= 38 cu ft= 1.5 cu
yd concrete
C. half day full crew, or full day half crew
D. half day machine time
E. 66 sq ft excavation, backfill, loam and sod
F. 56 feet new capstone, fabricate and deliver
G. Mason crew, full day
H. Mini-excavator, full day (2H means two full days
I. One "Mason hour" -- not full crew
J. Five feet refabricated capstone
K. Two "Mason hours" (mason plus laborer, one hour)
L. One machine hour
M. 87 sq ft excavation and backfill, loam and sod
N. 5 feet new and 5 ft refabricated capstone; double for curved shape
O. Two machine hours
P. 35 sq ft excavation and backfill, loam and sod
Q. Five feet refabricated and seven feet new capstone, delivered
R. Six feet new capstone, fabricate and deliver
S. Half Mason crew, 2 hours
T. 45 sq ft excavation and backfill, half depth

ditto
$500 per 6-person crew hour

$350 per day
included in contractor's incidental small tools

Prior Application
Project Name: Wallace Memorial Park Wall Restoration
Co-Applicants: City of Malden Department of Public Facilities and Malden Historical Commission
Re: FY22 Funding Cycle Returning Application Form
Date: March 30, 2021
For reference and to supplement the FY22 Returning Application Form for the Wallace Memorial Park
Wall Restoration project, please find attached the FY19 CPA Funding Application for the project, which
includes the following information itemized in its Appendices:
Appendix A, List of Attachments
1. Recent photos of the wall in existing condition. Inna Babitskaya, Malden Historical Commission.
2. Massachusetts Cultural Resource Information System, Massachusetts Historical Commission
Form, Inventory No. MAL. 84.
3. Photo, “Residence, Marcus Beebe, Pleasant Street.” Deloraine Pendre Corey, Malden Past and
Present (1899).
4. Plan, “Site Plan New K-8 School, 403 Pleasant Street, Malden, Massachusetts,” dated May 14,
1996, prepared by Earl R. Flansburgh & Associates and Geller Associates.
5. Article, “Parade and Dedication of Wallace Park Tomorrow,” Malden Evening News (July 25,
1942).
6. Photos of memorial plaque and dedication plaque. Bruce Stewart, Malden Historical Society.
7. Photos of monument. Malden Historical Society, Postcard History Series: Malden (2015) and
Schdyscout - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=34374593
(2014).

8.
9.
10.
11.

Estimate from Scott Richard Masonry, dated April 30, 2018.
Estimate from Coughlin Masonry, dated August 11, 2018.
Estimate from Murray Brothers, dated August 31, 2018.
City of Malden Order and City of Malden Taking, recorded at Middlesex South Registry of Deeds,
Book 4996, Page 430.
12. City of Malden Assessor’s record.
13. Letter of consent from Mayor Gary Christenson dated April 24, 2018.
Appendix B, Letters of Support:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Letter of Support from Mayor Gary Christenson.
Letter of Support from City Councilor-at-Large Debbie DeMaria.
Letter of Support from City Councilor-at-Large Craig Spadafora.
Letter of Support from City Councilor-at-Large Stephen Winslow.
Letter of Support from Ward 2 City Councilor Paul Condon.
Letter of Support from State Representative Steven Ultrino.
Letter of Support from State Representative Paul Donato.
Letter of Support from Veterans Services Department Director Kevin Jarvis.
Letter of Support from Malden Historical Society.
Letter of Support from Malden Public Library.

